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“We are all capable of believing things which
we know to be untrue, and then, when we are
finally proved wrong, impudently twisting the
facts so as to show that we were right.”
― George Orwell, “In Front of Your Nose,” 1946

Fake News: Intentionally misleads, cherry-picks facts, purposely frames a story in a
way designed to make its targeted readers angry and resentful. Spreads
unsubstantiated rumor, does not attempt to be fair with evidence. Plays on people’s
existing beliefs and biases. May completely fabricate stories. Uses misleading images
or takes quotes out of context. The issue of fake news is complicated by politicians
calling stories they don’t like “Fake News,” “lies,” “vast right-wing conspiracy,” and
suggesting that the media are untrustworthy.
HISTORY
Marie Antoinette and "Let them eat cake" — her famous line about the poor that got
her in all that trouble?
http://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2017/02/16/514364210/5-ways-teachers-are-fighting-f
ake-news
Earliest recorded fake news story? “The fake news hit Trent, Italy, on Easter Sunday,
1475. A 2 ½-year-old child named Simonino had gone missing, and a Franciscan
preacher, Bernardino da Feltre, gave a series of sermons claiming that the Jewish
community had murdered the child, drained his blood and drunk it to celebrate
Passover.” The city’s Jewish population was arrested and tortured over this “blood
libel” story, even though the pope recognized it was completely false and tried to stop
the persecution of the Jewish community. The originators of the false story “had
Simonino canonized—Saint Simon—and attributed to him a hundred miracles.”
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/12/fake-news-history-long-violent-2145
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Adapted from “List of “False, Misleading, Clickbait-y, and Satirical “News” Sources”
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10eA5-mCZLSS4MQY5QGb5ewC3VAL6pLkT53
V_81ZyitM/mobilebasic
Fake News (tag fake): Sources that entirely fabricate information, disseminate deceptive
content, or grossly distort actual news reports.
Satire (tag satire): Sources that use humor, irony, exaggeration, ridicule, and false information
to comment on current events.
‘Extreme’ Bias (tag bias): Sources that come from a particular point of view and may rely on
propaganda, decontextualized information, and opinions distorted as facts.
Conspiracy (tag conspiracy): Sources that are well-known promoters of kooky conspiracy
theories. Ex: 9/11 conspiracies, chem-trails, lizard people in the sewer systems, birther
rumors, flat earth ‘theory,’ fluoride as mind control, vaccines as mind control etc.
Rumor Mill (tag rumor): Sources that traffic in rumors, gossip, innuendo, and unverified claims.
State News (tag state): Sources in repressive states operating under government sanction.
Junk Science (tag junksci): Sources that promote pseudoscience, metaphysics, naturalistic
fallacies, and other scientifically dubious claims.
Hate News (tag hate): Sources that actively promote racism, misogyny, homophobia, and
other forms of discrimination.
Clickbait (tag clickbait): Sources that provide generally credible content, but use exaggerated,
misleading, OR questionable headlines, social media descriptions, and/or images. These
sources may also use sensational language to generate interest, clickthroughs, and shares,
but their content is typically verifiable.

Comparing Headlines

Reading a story from multiple viewpoints to get the full picture
Even among reputable mainstream news sources, the headlines and emphasis for a
controversial story can vary widely depending on the source. Many sources have a
general “lean left” or “lean right” tendency. Compare the circled headlines. Left: Wall
Street Journal, CBS News
Right: Washington Post, U.S. News & World Report, Union of Concerned Scientists.
What attitude would you expect from each of these articles, given the headlines?
(Used Google News, View Full Coverage to get list of headlines)

Recognizing Cognitive Bias

Why do our brains love fake news? Everyone is susceptible to false stories that fit
their existing beliefs and worldview.
Cognitive biases, especially confirmation bias:
Anchoring bias (n.) Relying too much on the first piece of information you learn or
hear
Blind-spot bias (n.) Recognizing bias in others, but failing to recognize it in yourself
Confirmation bias (n.) Listening to and trusting only information that confirms your
beliefs
Negativity bias (n.) Focusing on negative events at the expense of positive or neutral
events
Outcome bias (n.) Judging or evaluating a decision based solely on the outcome
https://wgte.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/confirmation-bias-kqed/the-lowdown-howgood-are-you-at-detecting-bias-lesson-plan/?#.WfzJW2hSy70

“we're open to new information – but only if it confirms our existing
beliefs. We find ways to ignore facts that challenge our ideals. And as
neuroscientist Bahador Bahrami and colleagues have found, we weigh all
opinions as equally valid, regardless of expertise.”
http://www.npr.org/2017/03/13/519661419/when-it-comes-to-politics-and-fake-news-f
acts-arent-enough

Fighting Back Against Fake News
Story and Lesson Plan
From KQED

Some news is deliberately misleading, and it’s important to be on your guard. Being a
critical consumer of news is your best defense.
Lesson Plan:
http://ww2.kqed.org/lowdown/wp-content/uploads/sites/26/2016/12/Fake-news-lesson
-plan.pdf
https://ww2.kqed.org/lowdown/2017/05/03/the-honest-truth-about-fake-news-with-less
on-plan/
Activities for students to test their own reactions to news stories to see if they can
spot misleading news. Asks them to look at sources, try to spot advertising, look at
potentially-misleading articles and test their critical thinking skills.

WNYC On the Media
Breaking News Consumer's Handbook:
Fake News Edition

How can you evaluate news when you see a story online? Some tips:
http://www.wnyc.org/story/breaking-news-consumer-handbook-fake-news-edition/
Also included:
List of “False, Misleading, Clickbait-y, and Satirical “News” Sources”
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10eA5-mCZLSS4MQY5QGb5ewC3VAL6pLkT53
V_81ZyitM/mobilebasic

Fake News Game

Fake News Game:
http://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2017/07/03/533676536/test-your-fake-news-judgemen
t-play-this-game
Play the game: http://factitiousgame.com/

Russian Influences:
Resources for Discussion

Sample Russian-Sponsored Facebook Ads

Did Fake News influence the 2016 election? Video and lesson:
https://wgte.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/41b739de-9649-41b4-b9b4-97b348e42ba
c/did-fake-news-influence-the-outcome-of-election-2016/#.WgG90mhSy70
Anatomy of a Russian Facebook Ad:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2017/business/russian-ads-facebook-anato
my/?utm_term=.74d70758f7cc
Sample Russian Facebook ads: https://democrats-intelligence.house.gov/hpsci-11-1/
Goal was to sow division by highlighting things that are divisive from both the left and
right
How Russian Propaganda Spreads on Social Media:
http://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2017/10/29/560461835/how-russian-pr
opaganda-spreads-on-social-media
Website tracks Russian Twitter bots:
http://www.businessinsider.com/russian-propaganda-website-tracker-2017-8
Hamilton 68 dashboard shows current stories being promoted by Russian-affiliated
accounts: http://dashboard.securingdemocracy.org/

WGTE Educator Resources

Need more resources on fake news?
Search PBS Learning Media: https://wgte.pbslearningmedia.org/
Can narrow by subject, grade level, etc.

InfOhio

InfOhio is a free digital library of resources available to educators and parents. You
will need to look up your school’s login, but then there are quite a few resources
available. There is a tool here on search engines that will help you show your
students how to find more reliable sources.

Follow WGTE Educational Resource Center on Social Media

Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/wgteerc/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/EdTechWGTE
We share resources, educational news and local events
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